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TENDER FOR CIVIL/INTERIOR FURNISHING WORK AT ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE, 

STATE BANK BHAVAN KOLLAM - PRICE BID 
 

 

No Description of work Unit Qty  Rate   Amount  

1 

Cutting the false  ceiling where ever 
required, removing the existing wall 
panelling glass and stacking it carefully 
without damages at location as advised 
by Engineer in charge. 

M2 15                

2 

Removing the existing 12mmthk. 
Toughened glass with all fittings and 
fixtures intact and to be  stacked safely 
wthout any damage at location as 
advised by EIC 

M2 15                

3 

Demolishing of existing 9" thk.Brick wall 
mechanically without causing any 
damage to the existing structure and 
disposing of the waste at site away from 
the office at contractor's own risk and cost 

M3 8             

4 

Providing and laying ready mix concrete 
M 20 including cost of all form work 
watering, curring etc complete but 
excluding cost of reinforcement for beam 
& lintel. 

M3 2           

5 

Reinforcement for RCC work bent tied 
and placed in position plain grill requiring 
benting in cold using tor steel including 
cost of binding wire. 

kg 220                  

6 

Patch Plastering after making the 
surfaces even with Cement Mortar 1:5, (1 
cement 5 sand) 12mm thick one coat 
floated hard and traveled smooth to 
inside  walls including all staging work 
watering,curing etc complete. 

M2 20          
 

7 
Chipping the tiled flooring/Walls to make 
it rough to develop strong key for the new 
brick partition. 

M2 6                  

8 

Solid block works of approved qlty of size 
30x20x15cm & of compressive strength 
not<35 kg/cm² in  in C.M. 1:6  in  super-
structure above plinth level  including 
staging if required watering ,curing etc 
complete. 

M3 10 
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9 

Plastering with Cement Mortar 1:5, (1 
cement 5 sand) 12mm thick one coat 
floated hard and traveled smooth to 
inside  walls including all staging work 
watering,curing etc complete. 

M2 55          
 

10 

Finishing New cement plastered wall with 
2 coat of putty and painted with 2 coat of 
plastic emulsion   paint  after cleaning the 
surface  

M2 80                

11 

Dismantling the existing Record Room 
door (shutter with frame)   and fixtures 
and refixing the same at the new location 
in line and level. Carrying out any 
fabrications and rectifications if required. 

LS 1           

12 

Providing and fixing of M/F suspended 
false ceiling as the detail given in the 
drawings. With G.I frame work and 12.5 
mm tapered gypsum board panels to form 
grids of 45.7 X 122 cm as per 
manufactures specification including 
provision for stepped shaped ceiling for 
lighting trough comprising 

M2 800                  

  

Frame work of intermediate channels 
(M.F.T) at 122 cm centers along one 
direction M/F ceiling section MF5 at 45.7 
cm center along other direction. 
Perimeter channels (MF 6A) along walls 
alround perimeter side of the ceiling.  The 
intermediate channels suspened from 
ceiling,through starp hangers 25 X 0.5 
mm (MF 8)at 122 cm centers connected 
to soffit cleats p534 (27 X 37 X 25 X 
1.6mm) the cleats connected to ceiling 
through metal expansion rawl plugs 1/2" 
dia and 17/16" long with additional 
perimeter channels (MF 6A)for light 
fittings, Air conditioners Ducts,vertical 
drops, offset etc. 12.5mm thick gyp board 
with tapered edges fixed to underside of 
suspended grid with 25 mm screws to 
from grids with 2 coats of plastic 
emulsion paint of approved color and 
one coat of putty over a coat primer etc, 
complete. 

                        -    

13 

Full Height Solid/Partially Glazed 
Partition - Supply and set in position of  
double skin full height partitions as per 
shape and size shown in the drawing. 

M2 20             
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Frame Work Detail:Aluminium sections 
of size 63.5 X 38.1X1.2 mm thk. of 
INDAL/JINDAL as internal frame 
structure,vertically at about 60cm centers 
varied along columns wall ends, junctions 
of walls, as necessary. Horizontally of the 
same size of frames at floor level,750 
mm, 1500 mm,2100 mm, and roof level. 
same size   at 350  

                        -    

  

Lining Work:8 mm Plywood of approved 
make on both sides of framework from 
floor level to 6"above false ceiling level, 
and to be finished with 1mm laminate of 
approved color and shaped on both sides 
including necessary grooves and steam 
beach beadings. 

                        -    

  
Measurement for the partition area shall 
be considered from floor level to false 
ceiling level only. 

                        -    

14 

Providing and fixing Officer Table of size 
1500 x 750 X 750 mm high to detail as 
shown in drg. Comprising table top out of 
25mm thick Plywood Board post formed 
with 1mm thick flexy laminate of approved 
color and brand with both side half 
rounded edge and another two side 
edges with 3mm thick band strip.12 mm 
glass with edge rounded to be provided 
for the table top. Aqua blue shade of saint 
Gobain (or) equivalent toughened glass 
panel fixed on the 18mm thick to be fixed 
on front vertical laminated Plywood Board 
with SS studs. 

Nos 2           

  

On front and side of drawer finished with 
1mm thk laminate and additional 18mm 
Plywood is fixed on front side to pattern 
with necessary grooves and finished with 
1mm thick laminate. 

                        -    

  
MS Powder coated Keyboard tray and 
50mm Dia MS wire manager of approved 
quality. 

                        -    

  

One set of 4 drawers about 450mm wide, 
712.5 mm high and 600mm deep to 
shape supported with 18 mm Plywood at 
bottom, sides and rear. 4 nos. of drawers 
out of which 3 nos. of equal height and 1 
no. drawer at the top most of 75mm high 
made out of 12 mm thick 

                        -    
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All concealed faces of Plywood  finished 
with one coat of wood preservative paint 
and exposed faces of Steam beach  
beading polished to the satisfaction of the 
Bank.  The inside faces of drawer should 
be waxed and finished with varnish of app 
color and shade 

                        -    

15 Side Tables For OFFICER Nos 4             

  

Providing and fixing side unit for Cash 
Officer table to detail as per drg. of size 
1000mm x 450mm, 18 mm Plywood for 
top, bottom, rear, sides and One 
intermediate with necessary  reeper. The 
unit top shall be with 25mm thick Plywood 
Board of approved make with 1mm 
thickness flexy laminate of approved color 
and brand with front side half rounded 
edge and all the edges and all the three 
sides with 3mm thick band strip. Side 
hung shutter in both the panels using 18 
mm Plywood and finished with 1mm 
laminate of approved color and shade, 
including all necessary TW lipping, Box 
Type hinges, Locking arrangement, 100 
mm long S.S brush finish handles, tower 
bolt, ball catch etc,.complete.12 mm glass 
with edges rounded to be provided for the 
table top 

                        -    

  

All concealed faces of Plywood  finished 
with one coat of wood preservative paint 
and exposed faces of Steam beach 
molding / beading  polished to the 
satisfaction of the Bank.  The inside faces 
of unit wax and finished with varnish of 
approved color and shade. 

                        -    

  TOTAL       
 

  GST 18%             

  GRAND TOTAL          
 

 


